





Study on the Sandwich Curtain Wa11 V.
Theory on the Chain Construction with Elastic Joint (2) 
Hokato EGAMI 
(Received 23 December， 1965) 
In the prevrous paper， the author reported the theory on the Chain Construction 
with Elastic ]oint. The present paper deals with an experimental study on bending 
of panel-joints which exist in the Sandwich Curtain Wall composed of special concrete 
panels， compared with the above mentioned theory. 
The followings are obained. 
1. It can be assumed that this curtain wal1 is constructed with isotropic plates for 
horizontal direction. For vertical direction however this assumption is not true. 
This theory has good agreement with the latter. 
2. So this theory is applicable whenever the two vertical opposite edges are free. 
3. When the lower edge of the curtain wall is bui1t in and upper one free， the 
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捌 1~剛 1 g腕50 I 0.347 I 0.348 
2判。吋 0.23540 I 0.439 I .49 

























るために， 図-4の(c)に示す EI一定なる Simple 
beamの挽みを式凶であらわして，試験体BおよびC



































計算値 p I 1; 1.97 ; 2.57 
50 I 1: 1.92 : 2.21 
実験値 1∞1 1: 2.06 : 2.76 
B I500 I 1: 2.00 : 2.36 
実験値の平均 I 1: 1.四:問
実験値の平均/計算値I1: 1. 01 : 0.97 
計算値| F 
300 I 1: 1.89 : 2.50 
C 400 I 1: 2.10 : 2.70 
実験値の平均 1: 1.90 : 2.61 

























地震力・・H ・H ・-一-…....・H ・We=32. 52kg/nt 
風圧力(地上31m)…-w向 1=267---400"
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固定端| 3.75X106 1.00X106 
SI 
接合部| O.92X106 O.70X106 
{固
P 30kg 90kg 
1800kgcm 5400kgcm 
MI 





初期降伏まで (P=30kg) 初期降伏後 (P=90kg) 
Oz (伽) O3 (棚〕 8z (mm) O3 (mm) 
実 験 値 0.16 0.61 0.98 2・96
初期 S=2.81X106 
A 棲 S =0. 77X106 0.19 
計
計算値/実験値| 1.19 
初 S=3. 75X106 
算
期 S =0.92X106 0.15 
B S =1.00X106 
{直 後
S =0.70X106 












0.48 2.10 5.26 
0.79 2.14 1.78 
0.58 
1.62 4.39 
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